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This paper reports on Zoom Obscura – an artist-based design research project, responding to the ubiquity of video-conferencing as a technical and cultural phenomenon throughout the Covid-19 pandemic. As enterprise software, such as Zoom, rapidly came to mediate even the most personal and intimate interactions, we supported and collaborated with seven independent artists to explore technical and creative interventions in video-conferencing. Our call for participation sought critical interventions that would help users counter, and regain agency in regard to the various ways in which personal data is captured, transmitted and processed in video-conferencing tools. In this design study, we analyse post-hoc how each of the seven projects employed aspects of counterfunctional design to achieve these aims. Each project reveals different avenues and strategies for counterfunctionality in video-conferencing software, as well as opportunities to design critically towards interactions and experiences that challenge existing norms and expectations around these platforms.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Throughout 2020 and 2021, enterprise video-conferencing tools such as Zoom and Microsoft Teams became ubiquitous, and facilitated not only remote work and education, but were rapidly adopted for all manner of personal and social interactions, from pub quizzes and first dates, to religious gatherings and broadcasting funerals. The share price of Zoom Video Communications Inc. more than quadrupled in the 18 months from Jan 2020; the Zoom mobile app was reportedly downloaded more than 485 million times throughout 2020. Zoom suddenly had to manage not only remarkable user growth, but also found that a platform, designed primarily for use in the workplace, was being adopted universally. “We did not design the product with the foresight that, in a matter of weeks, every person in the world would suddenly be working, studying, and socializing from home. We now have a much broader set of users who are utilizing our product in a myriad of

1https://backlinko.com/zoom-users
unexpected ways, presenting us with challenges we did not anticipate when the platform was conceived.” — Eric S. Yuan (Zoom CEO, 2020)

Video-conferencing has entered a new era, rapidly becoming both essential and normalized, developing its own cultures, etiquettes and expectations. As a multi-disciplinary team of researchers based in the UK, working across design, geopolitics, digital humanities and cybersecurity, we wanted to develop an exploratory research project in response to the mass-adoption of these tools during the Covid-19 pandemic. Funded through a call for research projects related to agency, negotiability and legibility in relation to personal data, ‘Zoom Obscura’ set out to address two primary issues. Firstly, we were concerned with the remarkable volume of personal and biometric data – such as faces, voices, gestures, chat scripts, home backgrounds – which was suddenly accessible to video-conferencing platforms such as Zoom, and the opaque processes through which this data could be processed, analysed and ultimately monetised via the logics of contemporary surveillance capitalism [76, 83]. Secondly, we were interested in how the functionality, affordances, assumptions and design choices of such platforms, and Zoom specifically, could be countered or challenged to allow users to regain agency in how they were represented, and how their personal data could (or could not) be exploited by other users, or the platform itself. Building on the rich history of artistic interventions employed to counter and critique surveillance and agency in relation to cameras and video recording we set out to commission and study seven artistic and creative interventions in video-calling, with the following appeal:

“We seek artists, hackers and creative technologists who are interested in experimenting with creative methods to join us in a series of online workshops that will explore how to restore some control and agency in how we can be seen and heard in these newly ubiquitous online spaces. Through three half-day workshops held remotely, we will bring artists and technicians together to ideate, prototype, and exhibit various interventions into the rapidly normalising culture of video-calling in ways that do not compromise our privacy and limit the sharing of our data. We invite interventions that begin at any stage of the video-calling process – from analogue obfuscation, to software manipulation or camera trickery.” (Zoom Obscura – Call for Participation, October 2020)

This research paper reports on Zoom Obscura and the seven resulting artist works through the lens of counter-functional design [63, 64]. Pierce and Paulos describes a counterfunctional thing as: “a thing that exhibits features that counter some of its own ‘essential functionality’ while nonetheless retaining familiarity as ’essentially that thing’” (p. 375, [63]). For example, Pierce and Paulos experimented with cameras that produced extremely low-resolution pictures, made photographs inaccessible, or created other artificial limits on how photographs could be taken or viewed, thereby challenging and questioning functionality and qualities of digital cameras that are often taken for granted. As an approach, Pierce and Paulos relate their work to other critical and adversarial design approaches [24, 26], and view the imposition of limitations or ‘functional opposition’ as an opportunity to defamiliarize [8], critique, and generate alternative propositions for technology design. Pierce’s ‘Camera Obscura’ series [64] was already a key reference in the artists’ call for participation and, without directly employing Pierce’s approach, each of the artist interventions developed some form of counterfunctionality to challenge various aspects of the Zoom assemblage.

In this paper, we employ counterfunctional design post-hoc as a lens to reflect on each artist’s project and make three contributions to HCI and design research: 1) We detail a series of exemplars of counterfunctional design for video-conferencing software; 2) We describe how particular strategies for counterfunctionality can be used to resist surveillance and regain agency in the context of contemporary video-conferencing; 3) We identify several directions for

https://blog.zoom.us/a-message-to-our-users/
the design of more diverse, alternative and critically oriented video-conferencing tools in everyday life. We now turn to related work, before introducing the research context for Zoom Obscura, and our methodological approach to this particular study. We then introduce each of the artist projects in turn, and consider how aspects of counterfunctionality are developed in the work. Finally, we identify particular counterfunctional strategies to resist surveillance, and regain agency; and reflect on how these projects reveal important features and design considerations for living with ubiquitous video-conferencing.

2 RELATED WORK
In initial conversations with the artists, we shared a ‘super-cut’ video produced by design agency BERG [53], depicting examples of videophones in science fiction films as far back as the 1920s. From a design perspective the film clips illustrate a far broader imagination of what videophones could look like, in contrast to “people talking to laptops – constrained by the world as seen from webcam and a laptop screen” [42] – the primary experience of video-conferencing.

There are now numerous well-established software companies offering ‘video-conferencing’ (including Microsoft Teams, Skype (also Microsoft), Google Hangouts, emphBlueJeans, Jitsi, however Zoom, launched in 2013, has leapfrogged rivals such as Skype [78] to become a dominant platform. BERG’s film also highlights the extent to which Zoom’s success, has built upon a century-long vision of personal and professional video-communication, and is dependent upon the mundane proliferation of high-quality cameras, screens, devices, and networks.

Video-mediated communication (VMC) and ‘media space technologies’ [38, 74] have of course been a fundamental area of HCI research – it would be considerably beyond the scope of this paper to attempt to chronologue all of this prior work. However, in this related work section we aim to situate our design study and the artists’ work by: a) recalling some of the recurrent concerns of fundamental HCI research on video-mediated communication, contemporaneous studies of video-conferencing in HCI; b) discussing specific issues and challenges related to the experience of Zoom during the Covid-19 pandemic; and c) surfacing inspirational art and design projects that we shared with the artists.

2.1 Video-Mediated Communication, and Media Spaces in HCI Research
We first wish to briefly identify some directions in prior HCI research that resonated with the aims of Zoom Obscura. Dourish and Bly’s seminal 1992 ‘Portholes’ paper [25] described a novel system to share snapshots from a network of cameras distributed across Xerox PARC offices that offered subtle awareness of colleagues activities. The gird arrangement of these snapshots is starkly resonant of a Zoom call. The breadth of meaning and use derived from these snapshots illustrates how rich even low-resolution video-communication can be. This is quite distinct to the continuous drive and demand to optimize, manipulate and maximise the efficient transfer of high-resolution image and audio. Indeed, HCI is replete with studies and prototypes of systems that sought to produce more naturalistic representations, create a greater sense of ‘presence’ and ‘being there’ [1, 19, 39], or offering tools to creatively manage one’s ‘portrayal’ [19]. By contrast, Rintel [66] articulately describes how the ‘trouble’ and distortions of video-calling which are normally viewed as problematic, can be appropriated and treated as opportunities by long-distance couples to perform relational work. Noll [61] argues that AT&T’s picturephone [57] launched in the 1960s failed and was withdrawn from the market primarily because consumers at that time saw “little incremental value compared to a telephone call — and perhaps even negative value for some users.” In short, less (bandwidth, resolution, presence) can sometimes be more [46]. Our project was concerned with the value of obfuscation and countering core functionality of video communication to protect privacy and regain agency; we see here how communication, presence, and meaning can be managed and produced in media spaces of varying, and often highly limited, resolution, bandwidth and visibility.
Work in HCI on media spaces and VMC also attends to individuals’ privacy, and their means to manage ‘ways of being seen’ [59] in more subtle and nuanced ways [12, 28]. Early accounts of media space technologies recount the fraught trade-offs between availability, and awareness, and concerns around pervasive video-sharing [9, 25, 31]. Describing deployments of another Portholes system in 1997, Lee et al. [50] describe the following user concerns ‘Five user reactions to Portholes consistently arise when we demo or recruit user groups. They include: 1) camera shyness; 2) threat of surveillance; 3) loss of control over privacy; 4) lack of feedback and control of video images, and; 5) lack of support for awareness of audience.” (Lee et al, pp. 388). These concerns are all entirely resonant with contemporary wariness of a Zoom call in 2021. Similarly, Boyle et al. [12] offer a comprehensive theoretical description of privacy factors related to VMC based on prior work, highlighting in particular how individuals’ desires for autonomy (control over one’s appearance, impression and identity), solitude (control over one’s interpersonal interactions) and confidentiality (control over other’s access to information about oneself) are played out as enduring privacy concerns in VMC (p.107).

In recent years, as video-conference technologies have become steadily more pervasive, stable and accessible much work has considered the implications and peculiarity of VMC in domestic settings (e.g. [3, 43, 44, 60]) intimate relationships (e.g [48, 55, 56]), or in particular working environments and communities of practice (e.g. [4, 16, 49, 67]). The CHI 2021 proceedings included several papers concerning the nature of remote communication, and a panel the use of video-conferencing tools [68]. These papers variously explored: novel and challenging contexts for use of video-conferencing tools [45]; learning environments [10, 81]; experiences of particular user groups [71]; and new interaction techniques [35]. However, looking beyond any one particular use case, the fundamental motivation and context for our work has been to respond to the shift from video-conferencing as a particular situated event, to being the primary, and in some cases the only place to socially interact, connect and collaborate with others on a daily basis. Heshmat and Neustaedter’s detailed study of video-conferencing between friends and family during the pandemic identified that while participants enthusiastically experimented with these technologies, many were ultimately abandoned or withdrawn from [40]. Furthermore, control and agency in how one participates and is portrayed remotely remains paramount. Hence, this contemporary context brings concerns about personal privacy, portrayal and autonomy to the fore.

2.2 Issues and Challenges of Contemporary Video-Conferencing

Several contemporary critiques of video-conferencing software have emerged in light of the pandemic. We will briefly unpack three of the most relevant concerns here: the fatigue and lack of agency within Zoom; how one is seen and presented through Zoom; and the potential for data collection and privacy violations. ‘Zoom Fatigue’ is a term that gained currency throughout 2020 to describe the exhaustion experienced when video-calling [69]. Geert Lovink unpacks both the experiential and political nature of this phenomenon [52] which derives from a combination of: too much screen time; requiring greater focus in the absence of other non-verbal cues; lacking natural breaks between meetings that occur as one moves from one space to another; overcoming any issues of lag or connectivity; and a hyper-awareness of one’s own and others appearance [41, 65]. Lovink’s article also highlights the weariness of engaging in personal and work life within the bounds of the same, limited interface. Choi and Diehm further identifies this compression of all manner of human experiences into a single space as ‘aesthetic flattening’ [20]. Describing the difficulty of breaking the universal grids and frames imposed by Zoom, they rail against “human expression compressed and flattened into a 2D grid on a flat screen and squeezed into frictionless design paradigms.” These concerns reflect the consequences of spending excessive time in these environments, and the lack of agency many people feel they have in avoiding, limiting or reframing their use and expectations of these tools [6].
Beyond the experiential challenges of Zoom, a deeper critique concerns the ‘Zoom gaze’ – the way Zoom constructs particular views of their users, and shapes the way these users see themselves [17]. Caines is partially concerned with the way attendees in a meeting are confronted, incessantly, with their own self-image, encouraged to surveil, and correct one’s appearance for an optimal self-presentation. However, more deeply, they identify the illusion of control, and the extent to which meeting hosts and the platform itself hierarchically hold power over how meeting attendees appear. Hosts can for example spotlight attendees, unmute their microphones and even employ attention tracking metrics. The attendee themselves often has limited understanding how a meeting will be configured. Furthermore, the ability to trivially record an entire meeting, has rapidly broadened the possibility and expectations to document and retain all manner of otherwise personal conversations. While meeting participants are now notified when the host records a meeting via Zoom, there is no way to know that other users are not unilaterally recording their own screen and audio. This makes one’s very appearance in a Zoom meeting, a tacit acceptance of the possibility of unconsented recording.

This attention to ‘gaze’ [11] speaks to the risks and concerns of surveillance – by both the platform, and other attendees on a call. While the specific business model of Zoom is unclear, the platform has gained potential access to an astonishing amount of biometric and personal data, usually associated with specific identities, which can be processed and rendered available for economic exchange. This data includes faces, voices, background surroundings, chat logs and metadata about who users call and when. We ultimately do not yet know the full extent of how such vast data could be exploited and monetized. However, the logics of surveillance capitalism make clear the potential value of this ‘behavioural surplus’ [82] produced through our daily dependence on video-conferencing tools. End-to-end encryption is sometimes presumed as one antidote to such data extraction; however, Zoom has already conceded a class-action lawsuit that acknowledges that promises of ‘end-to-end’ encryption were false [34], and users’ data was sold on to Google, Facebook and LinkedIn [13]. Taking this into account, along with the scale and reach of Zoom as a platform, it is therefore critical that we consider interventions and design that allow users to recognize and regain their agency as they engage with these technologies.

2.3 Critical Art and Design for Video-Conferencing

There is a rich history of artistic interventions employed to counter and critique surveillance and agency in relation to cameras and video recording. Monahan [59] offers a compelling review of how such work helps people reflect on ways of being seen and support rethinking of individuals relations to wider systems of control and surveillance. In addition to examples of adversarial design [24], such as Mark Shepard’s CCD Not-Me Umbrella3, or forms of camouflage art [58] (e.g. Harvey’s ‘CV Dazzle4) we were especially interested in tactical and pragmatic interventions that could be widely appropriated (for example, Brunton and Nissenbaum’s ‘user guide for privacy and protest’ [15], ‘tactical media’ [29] and ‘culture jamming’ [18]). Hito Steyerl’s work ‘How Not to be Seen5 exemplifies this, presenting a critical and playful didactic film based around lessons to make oneself invisible [73]. A number of artist projects specific to video-conferencing also emerged during the pandemic. Sam Levigne produced the Zoom Deleter6 – a tool to immediately remove Zoom from your computer if it detected it; and Zoom Escaper7 – a series of disruptive audio samples to be played into a Zoom call, and provide an excuse to leave the call. Design agency Tellart introduced a series of ‘Panacea

---

3https://vimeo.com/38001493
4https://cvdazzle.com/
5https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/steyerl-how-not-to-be-seen-a-fucking-didactic-educational-mov-file-t14506
6https://antiboredom.github.io/zoom-deleter
7https://lav.io/projects/zoom-escaper/
HCI researchers too have increasingly drawn from and participated in design as an approach to critical inquiry around surveillance, privacy and obfuscation. For example, Browne et al. developed the ‘Camera Adversaria’ – a tool to perturb the automatic surveillance of personal photography [14], which is presented as critical design, as well as being a fully-functioning application. ‘Eyecam’ [75] is an “anthropomorphic webcam” which resembles and mimics a human eye to draw attention to the potential relations between humans and sensing devices. Gatehouse and Chatting [30] illustrate the particular challenges of undertaking research through design with networked devices, which as a material, can become ‘inarticulate’, resistant to the objectives of the designer. Nonetheless, this in itself, often reveals much about the nature and power of networks themselves. In the realm of voice assistants, Desjardins et al. [23] exemplify how performative experiments and transdisciplinary collaborations can reveal particular qualities and features of domestic technologies. Through funding, supporting, and studying the work of a diverse group of independent artists we sought to both produce usable creative interventions, probe the boundaries of Zoom as a networked technology, and engage in performative experiments that reveal certain qualities of the Zoom assemblage in relation to surveillance and agency.

3 RESEARCH CONTEXT: ZOOM OBSCURA

Zoom Obscura was born in the summer of 2020, in response to a research funding call for projects related to agency, legibility and negotiability in human interactions with data. We chose to focus in particular on the Zoom platform given its rapid, international dominance as the leading video-conferencing software, and the diversity of its use in both professional and personal contexts. We sought to work with artists to both produce impactful creative interventions, and also to cultivate a critical and diverse community to reflect on issues of surveillance and agency.

In September 2020, we widely circulated a Call for Participation and received 33 expressions of interest from artists across the UK, North America and Europe. These expressions of interest (500 words) included artists’ CVs, described their motivations and gave an outline of an intervention they would attempt. Four of the authors scored proposals for novelty, significance, relevance and clarity. On this basis, we commissioned seven artists to take part, each paid £1000. We chose artists who we hoped could work together, as well as independently, and chose projects that intervened across different aspects of the Zoom assemblage, not only the camera. We aimed to include a mix of both accomplished technologists, and performance artists. Finally, we ensured a diverse group of artists of varying career stages, backgrounds and interests. Artists retained all of the rights to their work, however committed to a public exhibition of their project at the end of the project, as well as providing a series of written and visual resources that the project team could use to promote, analyse and reflect upon for research. The artists were very clearly briefed about the nature of the project as research driven, and academically funded and consented to their work being used and identified through this research. Pragmatically, Zoom Obscura took place over three collective workshops, all taking place as Zoom meetings, in November 2020, January 2021, and March 2021. The first workshop facilitated introductions, the second workshop invited artists to share progress and initial demos, the third workshop required a ‘final’ presentation of a working version of their project.

During the first workshop, our technical consultant (David Chatting) sought to unpack the ‘Zoom assemblage’ to reveal potential points of intervention the artists might pursue to obscure and counteract Zoom’s functionality. They offered a ‘Map of Zoom’, resonant of other approaches to map networked technologies [21]. The map exhibits the

8 https://www.tellart.com/projects/panacea
nature of a Zoom meeting in a series of layers, from the framing of da Vinci’s Vitruvian Man, situated in a particular arrangement in front of a fixed camera and screen, through a domestic Wi-Fi network, via an Internet Service Provider, and beyond to a broader international network of servers (e.g. logfiles.zoom.us), through which it becomes unknowable how personal data flows. The final layer suggests the (largely unknown) external forces at the periphery of this network – the motivations and business models that enable and underwrite these platforms. Through these layers, the map critiques how the Zoom assemblage partitions and interprets a human body in particular ways, and then renders this visible, or not, to a wider network. In addition, technical resources presented to artists included how to use p5.js\(^9\) to quickly prototype computer vision, the use of ‘virtual cameras’ through Open Broadcast Software\(^10\), and network inspection tools such as ‘Little Snitch’\(^11\).

Zoom Obscura formally concluded with a ‘Launchpad’ event in May 2021, to reveal and profile the artists’ work publicly, alongside a series of commentaries. Each project produced a 5-minute video to introduce their work, as well as

\(^9\)https://p5js.org/  
\(^10\)https://obsproject.com/  
\(^11\)https://www.obdev.at/products/littlesnitch/index.html
images, relevant links and an artist statement for their work. We also produced a ‘How to’ brochure \[^{12}\] that anyone could use to employ the artist’s work in their own Zoom call.

4 ANALYSING ZOOM OBSCURA THROUGH COUNTERFUNCTIONAL DESIGN

This paper reflects on the Zoom Obscura as a whole, and specifically the seven creative interventions produced. The corpus of data that we draw upon for this analysis is diverse, and includes: original artist applications; recordings and notes from three artist workshops; discussions and links shared in social channels (Slack); final artist pieces and statements; 5-minute videos produced by artists for the launch event; exhibition content; follow-up interviews with three of the artists and a community partner who hosted a preview of the work; and two recorded ‘crit’ sessions between project team, taking place at the end of the project in July 2021. Facilitated as a structured conversation through a shared interactive whiteboard, these crit sessions were based around a close reading of each project (resonant with other approaches to design critique in HCI \[^{5}\]). Specifically, four of the authors identified and discussed their view of the key themes of each project, the most novel and interesting aspects of the work, how the work could or should be used in other contexts beyond Zoom Obscura, as well as our views on how the project could have been improved or taken further. This critique helped us develop the core qualities of each intervention as well as the similarities and differences between them. From this initial broad ranging critique, we sought to identify the role of counterfunctional design \[^{62}\] in these projects. Taken together, we treat these as a series of design studies of counterfunctionality in video-conferencing.

While counterfunctionality was referenced in the initial call, and briefings to artists, it was not explicitly instructed or requested – we wanted artists to follow their own instincts. However, we are using counterfunctionality in this paper post-hoc as a lens to unpack what the various artist interventions are doing, and how they achieve their ends.

4.1 Analysing Counterfunctionality

We understand counterfunctionality directly through the formulation offered by Pierce and Paulos \[^{63, 64}\]. Counterfunctional design is deeply rooted in other traditions of experimental and avant-garde design, based on “general strategies of opposing familiar functional features of technology”. It therefore shares many of the attributes of approaches such as ludic \[^{32}\], slow \[^{36}\], adversarial \[^{24}\] and critical \[^{25}\] design, where familiar technologies and practices are ‘defamiliarized’, \[^{8}\] and seen in a new light. Crucially, the approach aims to explore how opposing “essential functionality” can reveal new potential experiences of a technology, without necessarily committing to a particular a priori critique or approach. In this respect, the authors also propose “counterfunctionality as a way of both interpreting existing artifacts and approaching the design of new things” (p.377, \[^{63}\]) – in this paper we use counterfunctionality as a way to interpret the artists’ projects, and to suggest new directions for the design of video-conferencing. Furthermore, counterfunctional design is not simply critical and adversarial, but crucially seeks new functionality and design opportunities through countering existing affordances of a technology. Counterfunctionality hence embraces the value technological limitations; in contrast to the emphasis Zoom places on high-resolution, multi-participant, and long-form, video-calling, facilitating the unlimited possibility of working with anyone, from anywhere, at any time.

We sought to identify any counterfunctional aspects of the project, in particular, the ‘positive functions’ and normal expectations of Zoom that were being addressed, how exactly these were countered, and the consequences of that counterfunctionality. This directly follows the schema offered by Pierce and Paulos used to generate counterfunctional designs for digital cameras:
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Normally one can... [a "positive function"].
Now one can not... [a "countered positive function"].
But now one might (not)... [a new (counter)function].

This analysis revealed key work that each project was doing to challenge and counter the Zoom assemblage. In particular it brought to the fore the assumed positive functionality, and norms, that are taken for granted about how video-conferencing works, and helps us to question why this is the case. Working in this way also supported some abstraction from individual projects goals and aims, and allowed us to consider the underlying design strategies that made them work.

5 COUNTERFUNCTIONALITY IN THE ZOOM OBSCURA PROJECTS

To report our findings, we discuss each project in turn. We briefly introduce the project, including key screenshots, extracts from the artists’ statements, and explain its use and presentation in practice. We then address elements of counterfunctionality in each project. We have not conducted formal user studies with any of these artefacts, though they have been presented to multiple audiences, at multiple times, and articulated in multiple fashions. In addition, supplementary material for this paper includes short videos demonstrating each project, also available via the Zoom Obscura website.¹³

5.1 Andrea Zavala Folache: Erotics of Discontinuity / Touching through the Screen

"How to touch through the screen / Erotics of discontinuity is an invitation for the visitors to follow a simple choreographic score through an audio file. This score follows the curiosity of guiding in a poetic, philosophical and sensual manner, a series of instructions in order to open the possibility of giving and receiving touch on Zoom. By exercising calmness through breathing, visualisation and listening, it may become a playful yet serious performance on being present whilst not seen, on being connected whilst physically separated, on embodying touch and togetherness in the disembodied apparatus of Zoom meetings." (Artist Statement, Andrea Zavala Folache).

¹³https://zoomobscura.com
\textbf{5.1.1 Project Introduction.} The final output for this project was an audio file, to be played during a Zoom call, with others during a Zoom meeting. The audio file offered a series of instructions, in the form of a choreographic score, such as: moving out of the screen while continuing to look at the emptied Zoom grid; touching one’s face; and imagining that another person on the call was touching your face. In so doing this project brought acute attention to how we look at one another through the lens and within the particular arrangement of a Zoom call, as a kind of participatory performance and choreography \cite{2}. The project hence explored the bodily experience of being ‘on Zoom’, the absence of touch in such spaces, and invited a certain voyeurism – to watch and be watched by others. The project considered how the presence of a live camera might extend the feeling and presence of one’s body.

The first time Andrea shared her project with us and the other artists, she could not attend the workshop. In her absence, we were simply asked to collectively listen to an audio file she had sent. As we collaboratively followed her instructions, we both participated in and watched a kind of choreographed performance unfold, that was somehow meditative, touching, and even at times awkward and uncomfortable. This simple choreography upended conventional expectations of an office Zoom call, and tuned our attention to the true surroundings and context of the call: the various rooms we physically occupied, our bodily position in relation to the camera, evading the camera and removing ourselves from the call, and watching each other intently, as we were being watched by others. This intervention forced us to acknowledge and experience our bodies in a way that is mostly erased, or flattened by a conventional video call, with its focus on the face, speech and audio.

\textbf{5.1.2 Counterfunctionality.} There are two particular counterfunctional aspects at play in this work. Zoom calls typically assume physical presence in front of a front-affixed camera. While cameras are often switched off, and participation limited to audio, or chat messages, when the camera is on, normally a body is carefully positioned in front of it, in the foreground of the call. Many choose to employ a ‘virtual background’ or a blurring effect to further direct focus to the foreground. By contrast, \textit{How to Touch Through the Screen} brings attention to one’s own and others surroundings, by initially removing the body from the video, and producing a view of absence – of someone not there – whilst knowing others are also viewing this same absence. Countering the assumption of a torso or face in front of the camera provokes reflection on how these bodies are represented on a call, and how else video might be used to communicate with other participants in a call.

Counterfunctionality is also at play in regards to touch. An essential feature of Zoom is the remoteness of various parties, and hence, sharing any form of physical touch is, of course, impossible. This work sought to counter this by inviting audiences to first experience their own touch by bringing a hand to their face; then to imagine this hand belonged to someone else, and that they too were touching the face of someone else present on the call. The ‘remoteness’ of Zoom is not countered here in any technical sense, but through a dedicated, shared practice and choreography that aims to break through the screen, extending each other’s bodies and sense of presence together.

\textbf{5.2 B Wijshijer: Zoom Mod-Pack}

“\texttt{ZOOM_mod-Pack is a collection of webcam modifiers that video chat guests can run through a virtual camera, like OBS, to customize their video chat experience. The host-oriented, paying user-oriented structure of Zoom limits how the general individual accessing through a free account can engage in social conversation or activity… My collection of filters work to highlight the theatricality of the video chat platform while simultaneously offering different ways to regain agency within it. Each mod focuses on a different type of ˈscreenˈ we may use to communicate away from keyboard.}” (Artist Statement, B Wijshijer)
5.2.1 Project Introduction. This project was distinctly, playful, theatrical and described by the artist as ‘sneaky’. They sought to empower audiences by offering more tools to manage their appearance and visibility in a Zoom call, and particularly contesting the power asymmetry between ‘hosts’ and ‘attendees’ in a Zoom call. Practically, the project provides a series of filters, a mixture of virtual foregrounds and backgrounds that can be manipulated to negotiate visibility, and regain control of one’s own Zoom window. These are ‘webcam modifiers’, produced through sketches in p5.js, that can be routed into a Zoom call via a virtual camera, using streaming software such as OBS. These filters play on familiar everyday contexts where visibility and openness is already carefully managed: including doors with a peephole, windows with blinds, a car window that can be rolled up or down, a kiosk with shutters, stage curtains or a night club (Figure 3). They offer the user an alternative to the binary choice of switching a camera on and off, and provide more nuanced ways to signal one’s availability, openness and position on the ‘stage’ of a Zoom call. The filters bring the necessarily performative nature of being on a Zoom call to the fore. In particular, by creating a foreground in front of the camera, and effects to zoom or scale one’s image, the filters can create a sense of depth lacking from the flatness of a Zoom window [20]. While some filters suggest the user might hold the floor, and take centre stage, others allow them to hide, as one might in a crowd. The ability to manually adjust exactly how visible to make oneself, and even peek through a crack in the blinds provides control, but also asks the user to reflect on how they wish to be present in a call.

5.2.2 Counterfunctionality. This project counters the functionality of the live camera, and the way these images are arranged in a Zoom window. Normally, a visual presence during a Zoom call is managed by switching a camera on or off. Hosts may often exhort attendees to turn their camera’s on in order to be more present with each other. While Zoom’s own ‘virtual backgrounds’ might obscure a messy bedroom or kitchen, the person on the call is typically centred in their window. Through filters that introduce a foreground, or radically scale up or down one’s image, the user may be ‘on’ camera, but they cannot be seen by others on the call, or are only partially visible. Crucially, this counterfunctionality allows the attendee to contest the control of the host, make an entrance or exit, or create a sense of depth that positions themselves towards the ‘front’ or ‘back’ stage [33] of a meeting or performance.

The filters also counter the functionality of the Zoom window that each participant on a call is granted. This window is typically filled by the users face, torso and background, but also serves to crop the video feed in a particular aspect,
that is notably rigid and square. While a speaker may be ‘spotlighted’ to make their video proportionally larger, neither host nor attendee can normally make themselves smaller. The Zoom_mod-Pack opposes the function of the window as a rigid boundary, and often even shrinks the video – either through imposing a foreground of some kind, or simply scaling the video input down. The boundary and cropping of the video can be very actively manipulated by the attendee. By doing so, they gain greater control over exactly how they use and manage their Zoom window, and gain means to make an entrance, and limit or amplify their visibility and importance in the meeting.

5.3 Foxdog Studios: itsnotreally.me

“itsnotreally.me is a webpage where you can record loops of yourself to playback via a virtual webcam in a video call, allowing you to fake your presence. You can record multiple loops which could be anything from you sitting at your desk smiling, nodding intently, laughing or even an empty chair. You can easily switch to your live cam when you need to engage in the conversation. Clips are quick and easy to record, so can be prepared in the minutes before a meeting, meaning clothes, lighting and background will be consistent with your live camera. The aim is to allow you to relax during a meeting, disengage when necessary and even save expressive energy with a “canned response”. (Artist Statement, FoxDog Studios).

5.3.1 Project Introduction. itsnotreally.me is the creation of FoxDog Studios, who describe themselves as “IT consultants who accidentally started making live comedy shows with technology”. This project challenges the use of Zoom within a corporate culture, and in particular the demand for continued video presence in a virtual meeting. As an antidote, the attendee can use itsnotreally.me to record various loops or canned responses (such as nodding, smiling, giving a
thumbs-up) and quickly interchange between these looped recordings, and one’s authentic live engagement. Once again using a virtual camera via software such as OBS, this alternate video can be surreptitiously routed into a Zoom call. The ease and speed with which users can both record loops, and switch between these, allows them to deceive other attendees. itsnotreally.me also offers various ways to degrade the quality of one’s video. Switching between loops, users can introduce artificial pause or jitter to mimic lag or connection qualities. They can also introduce forms of compression, to produce an increasingly pixelated video, or slow down or speed up the video playback, to mimic low bandwidth or connection problems that are common during video-calling. Exploiting these glitches is similar to other ‘butler lies’ [37] and ‘privacy lies’ [70] – where users rely on potential faults in technology, to politely deceive or avoid others. Depending on the audience, this tool could be used to reduce ‘Zoom Fatigue’ [52] and the corporate gaze and its power, or it could also be used in highly comedic and theatrical ways to simply disrupt and meddle with expectations of being on Zoom.

5.3.2 Counterfunctionality. Normally, high-quality video-conferencing expects and depends upon an almost live video stream, carefully synchronized with the speaker’s audio, to improve the sense of presence. itsnotreally.me counters this imperative by relying upon pre-recorded, ‘canned’, video – rather than a live stream – to mimic presence in a call. This counterfunctionality allows polite disengagement, and again, challenges the binary choice of camera on / camera off. In so doing, the attendee regains agency in exactly how and when their truly live video is broadcast to the call. Furthermore, lag, jitter, and other connection issues are normally a significant impediment to video-conferencing. Zoom employs several features to smooth out these issues. In this project however, they are leveraged to intentionally degrade the video quality. This potentially facilitates a deception; but also, more radically offers the attendee means to entirely disengage from an unwanted call. While this feature could clearly be used disrespectfully, this counterfunctionality also offers means to redress power asymmetries and the increasing expectation that employees are always on and available from home.

5.4 Ilse Pouwels: Masquerade Call

"The emoticon "face mask" is a playful approach to show your visibility. People understand that you are there, listening, thinking, talking, expressing yourself. The hand gestures actively allow you to use all the
pixels in the grid to communicate in a fluid and creative way. The layer of emoticons on top of the video feed pollutes the video data that Zoom is getting from you. It is now likely to classify you as a 25-year old happy man.” (Artist Statement, Ilse Pouwels)

5.4.1 Project Introduction. Masquerade Call directly addresses the harvesting of facial biometric data by video call platforms. Through facial tracking with p5.js and the use of virtual camera, the user can use a variety of emoticons as a mask, which obscures their face from both Zoom and others on the call. Using hotkeys, they can switch between various ‘masks’, to react and respond to others on the call. In some respects, emoticons are a more reductive ways of representing oneself. However, in comparison to physical forms of masking, may offer more universally understood meaning [47]; and may encourage attendees to reflect on how they feel, and how to express themselves to others on the call [48]. The title of the work references a long history of mask wearing, in various circumstances – especially around strangers – to preserve anonymity, and facilitate alternative interactions.

5.4.2 Counterfunctionality. Counterfunctionality in this work primarily concerns obscuring the face, normally the primary object of the video. Through masking, one’s identity and capacity for expression is greatly reduced, and hidden. However, through such an explicit and broadly understood symbol as emoticon, the mask may allow someone to communicate more than they are ordinarily comfortable with. By countering the visibility and importance of the face in a Zoom call, attention is drawn to other aspects of the video, and other means to express oneself, besides the face. Especially in larger group contexts, where participants may be reticent to switch on a camera, this counterfunctionality, and the potential for coded meanings through emoticons [79], could encourage participants to be more forthright and engaged through video, much like traditional masquerade ball.
5.5 **Martin Disley: How They Met Themselves**

“How They Met Themselves is an investigation into how algorithmic and human schemas of facial identification, verification and perception differ and how these differences can be leveraged to control how our identity is coded in the images we put online. A bespoke software tool called Deepfake Doppelgänger was developed to exploit some of these differences. The application generates a bespoke avatar based on the user’s uploaded portrait image that preserves the likeness of the face in the image whilst obscuring the biometric data linking the avatar to the user.” (Artist Statement, Martin Disley)

5.5.1 *Project Introduction. ‘How they Met Themselves’* was potentially the most technically complex project in Zoom Obscura, and offers an alternative approach to masking. This project aims to produce a ‘deepfake doppelganger’ that closely resembles the attendee, and could be used within a Zoom call to mask the user’s facial biometrics [80]. The project relies upon NVidia’s StyleGan to generate a ‘fake’ face that closely resembles a photograph of the user. As a generative adversarial network, the StyleGan works iteratively to produce a face that a facial detection algorithm recognises as the same face as the original. Crucially here, in order to avoid facial detection, this system chooses the fake that is closest to the original, but is detected as a different face – thereby giving an accurate impression of someone (their doppelganger), while shielding their biometric facial data. ‘Avatarify’ is used to map the doppelganger image onto the real movements of the users face. This ensures speech and audio are realistically mapped to the video, but also incorporates many of the original facial expressions of the individual, such as the way someone’s eyebrows or lips actually move when they talk, increasing the likeness. Finally, this animated doppelganger is routed into Zoom via a virtual camera.

To use the doppelganger successfully requires maintaining a very consistent, uncomfortable and still posture in relation to the camera. Any significant movements result in glitching – where the mask is distorted and torn from the users face. For those who know the speaker well, the doppelganger is quite clearly a false image – even though it offers a likeness. Yet, there is an uncanniness to the way that very familiar expressions are mediated through this false face. To an audience of strangers, the doppelganger can be convincing, at least for a while. One of the authors employed the doppelganger throughout a public event to profile the Zoom Obscura artworks – and many took some time to recognise the deception. Lastly, while this masking intervention obscures facial data from Zoom and any other participants in the call, it relies on several other third-party and proprietary services and servers (the project runs through Google Colab\(^{14}\) to take advantage of the considerable computing power required to run the doppelganger). This illustrates the considerable difficulty of overcoming and challenging the data being shared with one platform, without become implicated in the web of others.

5.5.2 **Counterfunctionality.** Normally in a Zoom call, you show your own face on camera; in this case you show a face that is similar, but different. This counterfunctionality is primarily employed to avoid facial recognition algorithms. Beyond obfuscation, a user may become more comfortable appearing, speaking and being recorded in public online contexts by using the doppelganger. Mapped to authentic facial expressions the doppelganger is very finely tuned to be as human and alike as possible, in such a way that is recognisable to those who are familiar with the speaker, but is able to fool algorithmic recognition.

An unintentional counterfunctional feature of this project is to require the user to remain quite still. Normally one can move relatively freely in relation to a front facing camera without degrading the quality of an interaction. This

\(^{14}\)https://colab.research.google.com/notebooks/intro.ipynb
counterfunctionality is far less useful and productive, and somewhat detrimental to the experience of the user. While there is an artistic and bewitching quality to the glitches produced if the user does move, for the most part it is a limiting factor, especially to how long one could use this tool. This is an example of how aiming to counter one function, can also counter others.

5.6 Michael Baldwin: Group Dialogues

“Group Dialogues is a composed conversation in five parts. A group of three participants enter into a series of dialogues mediated by visual and sonic cues. The conversation touches on the medium of video conferencing technology, addressing the topics of conversational responsibility, latency, speech disfluencies, turn taking, and the process of disconnection.” (Artist Statement, Michael Baldwin)

5.6.1 Project Introduction. Group Dialogues is a multi-layered project that challenges the norms and functionality in Zoom to construct conversation. The project offers a variety of sonic and visual cues to mediate a conversation with at least three participants. In an initial configuration to explore responsibility in conversation, only the mouth of the host or primary speaker is visible. Their Zoom window is augmented with instructions that point to other callers in the Zoom grid, suggesting when they should ‘speak’ or ‘read’ [see Figure]. At some point, the primary speaker is muted, however, and when they do speak, a speech-to-text system displays what they are saying to other attendees. Whoever is instructed to ‘read’ is invited to give voice to the primary speaker’s words, others are then instructed to ‘speak’. In another set-up to explore speech disfluences, the system introduces disruptive sonic cues – such as ‘ums and aahs’, that often occur in crosstalk, or as a speaker attempts to interrupt. Appearing throughout the call, these disruptions require speakers to repair and reflect on how they communicate in this medium. The artist, a composer and performer, ran several extensive sessions with participants to develop, hone and explore how these and other features expose the etiquette, speech patterns and experience of conversation in Zoom calls.

The result of these unfolding group dialogues, is conversations that are slower, demand more attention, and disrupt hierarchies and common patterns of speech. By prompting cycles of breakdown and repair in conversation, heightened attention is drawn to the way issues such as lag, interruption and forms of online etiquette mediate communication in Zoom. By introducing various artificial means to structure and interrupt dialogue, the project intends to critique the way Zoom itself detects, highlights, filters and optimizes sound for each speaker.

5.6.2 Counterfunctionality. This project counters several features and norms in conversation on Zoom. Through various artificial visual and sonic cues, functionality is introduced to upset, reveal and counter various cues normally relied upon to determine who speaks, when they speak, and how they are heard. One of the distinctive features about Zoom is audio filtering, and the yellow box, that gives prominence to a single speaker. This tends to produce clearer, carefully ordered speech, reducing cross talk, creating extra pauses between speakers, and additional etiquette to interrupt or redirect conversation. This can be especially important in large group calls, whereas face-to-face many concurrent conversations might be possible, instead, only a single conversation is possible. The various dialogues proposed in this project counter such composed conversation, and invite participants to attend carefully to various instructions guiding their speech, somewhat at random. In the Responsibility dialogue, the primary speaker is mute, and requires others to voice his speech – giving voice to a muted speaker is profoundly counterfunctional. Other dialogues that focus on speech disfluences counter Zoom’s focus on producing legible speech and filtering out other sounds that might ordinarily interrupt. The resulting dialogues are arguably somewhat more chaotic, challenging and crucially slower than the carefully structured turns typically normally produced. In some of the dialogue, the legibility of the call,
especially to automated transcription of conversation analysis is significantly perturbed. The agency produced here is hence to defamiliarize, and draw attention, to how the conversation is being constructed, broken down, and repaired, and how Zoom mediates this.

5.7 Paul O’Neill: For Ruth and Violette

“For Ruth and Violette plays with poetry and encryption to subvert networked communications infrastructures. Based on a code-poem used by intelligence operatives in the Second World War, the piece harnesses alternative uses of the video conferencing platform Zoom to engage with the complex history of obfuscation in relation to covert broadcasting methods. The title of the project is in reference to origins of the poem and the lives encoded within it.” (Artist Statement, Paul O’Neill)

5.7.1 Project Introduction. This project exploits a particularly subtle, and often overlooked means to communicate in Zoom – the ‘rename’ function. If permitted by the host of the Zoom meeting, participants can rename themselves during a call. Typically, attendees might do this to reflect a particular role, a professional affiliation or when they share an account. Names are displayed prominently during a Zoom call. When video is enabled, the name of a speaker appears in the corner of their window, like a badge. Names are used to identify chat messages and recorded in the chat log. Crucially, when video is disabled for an attendee without a profile picture, the blank window is filled by an enlarged name. Participants can rename themselves multiple times during a call. This project explores how the flexibility of renaming allows a more covert means to communicate in Zoom. Referencing a famous ‘code-poem’ employed by WW2 spies [54], For Ruth and Violette is a short and evocative video of a poem by operative Leo Marks, written out via the renaming of two participants in a Zoom call. Each line, is split across the two participants. As they are renamed, a new line is formed, demonstrating an alternative means to communicate, poetically, in Zoom.
5.7.2 Counterfunctionality. Normally one relies on a combination of three channels to communicate in Zoom: video, audio and typed text messages in a chat window. All three of these are excluded in this project. Instead, communication takes place by subverting a feature to rename participants. Names are usually something constant, and simply an identifier for participants – here they become the primary means to communicate. The effect of renaming is in fact amplified by the absence of video, and any other inputs.

Compared to text input via the chat window, names are fleeting, and are not normally recorded in the way a chat log may be. It’s unclear if and how Zoom itself records and processes data related to participants names during a call. Hence, renaming offers a means to communicate in Zoom with an absolute minimum of personal data being transmitted. Beyond an approach to maintain privacy, the necessary slowness of renaming oneself, produces a certain tension, narrative, and patience that is often absent from Zoom calls. The viewer is left waiting for the next line to appear. Watching the video of For Ruth and Violette, is a little like waiting for the schedule board in a train station to update. Similarly, the very limited means of communication, lends itself to succinct, evocative language and dialogue – or poetry – where much can be said, in very few words.

6 DISCUSSION

In our discussion, we return to the two central contributions of this paper: first, identifying particular counterfunctional strategies towards regaining agency; and second, reflecting on how these projects reveal important features and design considerations for living with ubiquitous video-conferencing.
6.1 Strategies for Counterfunctional Video-Conferencing

We briefed artists to both *counter* the potential for surveillance via video-conferencing, but also to consider functionality to regain agency in these spaces. As a body of work, we can identify several promising counterfunctional strategies that could be developed further as design propositions.

### 6.1.1 Reducing Visibility.

All of artists’ projects reduced the visibility of a subject in a Zoom call in some way. Specific strategies included: limiting when live video was visible; limiting which parts of the body were visible; reducing the size of one’s image; introducing foregrounds that could be hidden behind; or switching the camera off entirely. Producing partial visibility offered a more nuanced way to manage presence, beyond simply switching a camera on or off. It also arguably heightens the value of being authentically and fully present. The use of virtual cameras that manipulated the image before it was presented to Zoom were essential to achieve this in many cases. A crucial requirement is to be able to manipulate and vary one’s visibility subtly, without disruption or dislocation for other participants. Extending this counterfunctional strategy could mean: finding ways to limit who can see one’s image; considering hardware (e.g. a fish eye lens, partial webcam covers) that manipulate the camera’s view directly; and further exploring how a user can configure different degrees of visibility easily and elegantly within different contexts; and settings, to manage one’s entrance and exit.

### 6.1.2 Resisting the Zoom Window.

A second strategy was to resist the particular rigid framing and arrangement that is universal across Zoom meetings. Strategies included using filters to bound, shrink or focus one’s image; using emojis to interact between windows; communicating via the names of each window; or simply stepping out of a window altogether. Other video-conference platforms such as Gather and Mozilla Hubs create a core point of difference by facilitating attendees to move around a virtual space, and break out of a rigid grid. Extending this counterfunctional strategy could include: presenting new ways to crop and bound one’s image to different shapes and sizes; making the boundaries of one’s window less rigid, and more flexible and interactive.

### 6.1.3 Countering the Face.

Several projects challenged how the face is presented and prioritised in video-conferencing. Similar to previous adversarial and anti-surveillance projects [22, 58] one key strategy included masking of various kinds – via emojis that obscure the face entirely, or a deepfake doppelganger that aims to algorithmically replicate a recognisable likeness, which can evade facial recognition tools. In the context of video-conferencing, a key concern for this strategy is who the attendees are aiming to mask their face from – specific platforms, specific attendees or publics, or perhaps both? The emojis and the doppelganger both have very different qualities as masks, which lend themselves to particular contexts. The doppelganger is more expressive, easier for other attendees to understand, but can be more complicated to set up and maintain. A further key strategy was to withdraw one’s face altogether and consider what alternative scenes, camera angles, or imagery might take its place. Extending counterfunctionality further here could include: identifying masking strategies for different contexts; considering how facial data is leaked or shared with other auxiliary services (e.g. Google Colab or OBS); and experimenting with other meaningful imagery and video to share in place of one’s face.

### 6.1.4 Switching Off.

Perhaps the most basic counterfunctional strategy is to switch off and refuse to engage with certain technologies at all [7]. Notable in the artists projects was the exploration of alternative ways to communicate when either audio or camera were switched off (of course, difficulties connecting to audio or video are a routine issue in video-conferencing). Specific strategies here involved employing speech-to-text software to overcome a muted
microphone; appropriating the renaming function; or recording an audio file that is played into a call in someone’s absence. These counterfunctional approaches challenge the assumption that each attendee has full access to high quality video and audio, and / or wishes to use them. By exploring meaningful ways to communicate with certain essential functionality switched off, we can consider not only how to contest surveillance and regain agency in these tools, but think about how to improve participation when these aspects of video-communication fail or are unavailable. There are therefore rich possibilities and opportunities to make these platforms more accessible, by considering how attendees can equitably participate in video-conferencing if they, or others, cannot be seen or heard.

6.1.5 Introducing New Temporalities. A final important counterfunctional strategy was to counteract the assumed liveness and present temporality of a Zoom meeting. itsnotreally.me lets attendees switch between pre-recorded and live video; Group Dialogues disrupts the ordering and pace of conversation through various cues and interruptions, often working to slow down conversation and draw attention to other temporal oddities of video-conferencing. Synchronizing speech and video, across multiple networked participants is a core functionality and technical challenge of multi-party video-conferencing; however, has led to concerns about excessive demands to be present and available in vivo, and is used to justify ever more intensive facial and audio detection and processing. Extending counterfunctional strategies may include: exploring opportunities to incorporate pre-recorded content (video or audio); drawing on slow technology and design principles [36, 62] in the context of video-conferencing tools; and examining further how interruptions and delays can be used as resources produce meaningful social interactions [66, 81], rather than simply seen as problems to be solved.

6.2 Design Considerations for Living with Zoom

Counterfunctional design inquiry provides an opportunity to defamiliarize [8] otherwise mundane technologies and experiences, allowing us to reassess their meaning, use, and qualities. A key aim of Zoom Obscura was to foster a critical community responding to the ubiquity of video-calling, at a time when we were all, ourselves, dependent upon these technologies in our daily personal and professional lives. Through this process, and our subsequent reflections on, and presentations of this work, a number of particular features of how we live with Zoom came to the fore.

6.2.1 Revisiting Norms and Expectations. Several of the projects relied heavily on performative, as much as technical, interventions. How to Touch the Screen requires nothing more than an audio file, and yet fundamentally perturbs one’s experience of Zoom. The Zoom_Mod Pack is effective because it brings implicitly performative nature of a Zoom call to the fore. Often the counterfunctionality employed was to counter norms and expectations in how we use these media spaces, as much as the technology itself. Over the course of the project, as a research team, we became increasingly aware how rapidly, and often without question, we had settled into these spaces, adopting rather particular, and potentially strict ways of being there. In addition, as we craved human and social contact that was not possible during the pandemic, we appeared to place particularly high expectations on each other to be present, and authentic, with a live camera, a real background, one’s own face. itsnotreally.me directly challenges this demand, and raises questions about how we manage these expectations, even through inauthentic means, such as relying on ‘canned’ video, or for example, face and eye alignment features that make it appear one is looking directly at a front-facing camera, rather than at a screen or off-camera [77].

Looking forward, this suggests that much more equitable, sustainable and interesting uses of video-conferencing may be afforded simply by considering more carefully how we set expectation of each other’s presence and performance. The context in which Zoom rapidly entered the mainstream was as an urgent replacement for in-person, face to face,
experiences; many of the norms and expectations we have carried into video-conferencing stem from attempting to reproduce this. However, when we look back at the history of remote communication, we see very often that meaningful connections can be made at a distance by reducing the demands for presence and performance in front of a lens.

6.2.2 Challenging the Fixed Camera Lens. Susan Sontag wrote powerfully on the potential violence, aggression and predatory nature of a camera lens [72]. In the context of desktop video-conferencing the camera is arguably a leash, or tether, which restrains how and where the individual can position themselves. The rapid adoption of video-conferencing could only take place as most people already had access to devices with built-in, high-resolution, front-facing cameras. This particular positioning, housed above a screen dictates the kinds of foreground, background, body positions that are possible – it contributes significantly to the aesthetic flatness of video-conferencing [20]. Many of the projects were contesting this feature in some way. Group Dialogues adopted an extreme focus on the mouth of a speaker. How to Touch through the Screen produces a powerful moment of reflection and release as one moves out of view of the camera, but maintains sight of the screen. Zoom_Mod Pack provides ways to introduce a foreground, or scaling of one’s image that restages how one is seen and presented through the lens. The use of virtual cameras – where the camera image is manipulated before it is provided to Zoom – was crucial to five of the seven projects.

In particular, projects pulled at this leash by challenging a binary choice of camera ‘on’ or camera ‘off’. There is very little subtlety here in terms of how once can manage presence, and identity, by bringing oneself front or back stage, becoming visible to some and not others, etc. This also reflects the difficulties of evading surveillance, without complete withdrawal or rejection of a platform. The work in these projects only scratches the surface on how attendees might either performatively, or technically, gain more choices in how they are present in front of a lens.

6.2.3 Reclaiming and Customising Media Spaces. The workshops we undertook with artists were exciting because they challenged our expectations and setting of what Zoom could look and feel like. Returning to the theme of ‘aesthetic flattening’ [20], it is striking the extent to which all Zoom meetings look essentially the same – board meetings, classrooms, first dates and funerals are all compressed into the same rigid squares. While individual attendees can apply various virtual backgrounds, neither the host nor an attendee can really customise the setting and context of the whole meeting. The minimalism of Zoom and focus on call quality are arguably reasons for its success [78], but the platform is closed and inflexible. None of the artists projects tried to, or were able to, customise, or ‘hack’ Zoom itself – instead they relied on manipulating the media presented to Zoom, or the performance of participants within it.

Other online meeting spaces such as Gather, Whereby and Mozilla Hubs emphasise the customisable nature of their platforms. Alternatively, media platforms such as Streamyard employs Zoom as infrastructure that handles video and audio, while Streamyard is used to customise the final presentation of these. Elsewhere, the adoption of Zoom as a medium for theatre productions demonstrates the rich and imaginative possibilities in customising and decorating media spaces [27, 51]. Zoom currently only has two modes – a meeting mode where all attendees are participants, and a webinar mode where attendees can only view. We are left wondering what other modes we require for video-conferencing in the future. Dinner mode? Prayer mode? Pub Quiz mode? This is not necessarily to say that Zoom as a platform should expand to consume every aspect of our personal lives – but to suggest that as we increasingly appropriate and absorb video-conference tools into our lives, being able to make these spaces our own will be crucial to regaining agency within them.
7 CONCLUSIONS

We undertook Zoom Obscura to support and work with a diverse group of artists and creative technologists, responding to the sudden and overwhelming adoption of video-conferencing tools, such as Zoom, in the course of the Covid-19 pandemic. Specifically, we sought creative interventions that offered means to resist the potential for surveillance through these tools, and to enable users to regain personal agency in these spaces. What this paper contributes is a close study of the role that counterfunctional design played in each of these seven projects.

We identify five counterfunctional strategies that were particularly fruitful in the context of Zoom, and could be extended considerably through future work. These include:

a) reducing one’s visibility within a meeting
b) resisting the boundaries of a Zoom ‘window’;
c) countering the centrality of the face;
d) switching off certain features entirely; and
e) introducing new temporalities within a Zoom meeting.

These are by no means the only strategies, and they reflect particular cultures of Zoom use shared between the artists and ourselves, all based in the UK, North America and Europe. However, we offer these strategies as fertile starting points, to help us revisit the implications of dominant norms and cultures of video-conferencing, challenging the control and power of the camera lens, and beginning to reclaim media spaces as more of our own. Counterfunctionality is hence both a rich way to understand the underlying logics of a diverse set of critical projects, but also generative of new concepts and opportunities for more equitable and sustainable experiences of technologies. In particular, we see that counterfunctionality applies not only to opposing the technical functionality and affordances of a closed platform, but spills out towards consideration of how dominant norms and cultures of technology use can be subverted through considered performative work. In this respect, as a collection of works, Zoom Obscura highlights how both technical and performative interventions are vital to understanding and addressing our contemporary relationships with dominant networked technologies.
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